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Abstract 

The objective of this paper is to describe an ongoing work that we are carrying out in the frame of an educational innovation 
project supported by the Education Advisory Service of the Vicerectorship for Teaching Quality and Innovation (University of 
the Basque Country, Spain). The project is driven by means of the subject of Industrial Informatics of the degree of Industrial 
Electronic Engineering and Automatics (University College of Engineering of Vitoria, Basque Country University, Spain). The 
design of the project is based on the development of a collaborative work distributed among all the students of the subject, 
grouped in several teams or working groups. The work developed by each of those groups is complementary, and when all these 
parts of work are finished, all of them will fit together. The conclusion reached until this moment through the continuous tracking 
of the students is that there is an increased and more active attendance. Besides, the results reached by the students in different 
evaluations have improved those reached by means of the traditional paradigm of learning. 
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Introduction 
 
Active learning is built based on the responsibility and the involvement of the learners in its learning (Bonwell, 

C. & Eison, J., 1991) and (Felder, R.M. & Brent, R., 2009). On the other hand, cooperative learning is a paradigm in 
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which the learning activities are planned looking for positive interdependence of the learners (Felder, R.M. & Brent, 
R., 1994) and (Felder, R.M. & Brent, R., 2001). In this paper authors describe an educational innovative project in 
the field of Industrial Informatics based on both active and cooperative learning.  This formal project is motivated 
by a previous informal innovative project in which very good results were reached, and due to that circumstance, we 
decided to continue those educational innovative experiences formalizing them through the subject named Industrial 
Informatics of the degree of Industrial Electronic Engineering and Automatics (University College of Engineering of 
Vitoria). The objectives of the project are quite simple, but have shown to be infeasible using traditional learning 
approaches: to get a higher attendance of the students and to obtain better results in the evaluation tests at the end of 
the term. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. The second section describes the global context in which the educational 
innovation project is developed. The third section introduces the educational innovation project itself, while the 
fourth section discusses the results achieved along it. Finally, the last section exposes our conclusions. 
 
1. Global context 
 

The educational innovation project is developed in a global context that is going to be explained in this section. 
It has been carried out in the Basque Country University UPV/EHU (Spain), supported by a grant of Teaching 
Innovation Projects 2011-13 of the Education Advisory Service, Vicerectorship for Teaching Quality and 
Innovation. This Vicerectorship is structured in four main areas: 
• Quality Cathedra: Contributes to the knowledge, implementation and improvement of quality management in 

all areas of the organization of the university, helping to achieve the highest standards of excellence. 
• Institutional Evaluation Service: A service of the university which aims to guide and promote the process of 

evaluation, verification and accreditation as well as those related to improving the quality of higher education. It 
also works with reference quality agencies in developing their programs in the university. 

• Faculty Evaluation Service: A service dedicated to promote, design, develop, advise, facilitate and train faculty 
evaluation process with the desire to contribute to the improvement of teaching quality. 

• Educational Counselling Service: A service which manages courses and training according to the needs of the 
faculty. 

 
All these areas converge towards a methodology named IKD-Ikasketa Kooperatibo eta Dinamikoa in Basque 

(Dynamic and Cooperative Teaching-Learning in English), characterized by the following principles: 
• Active Education: IKD invites students to become the architects of their own learning and an active element in 

the governance of the university. To get this, it encourages learning through active methodologies, ensures 
continuous and formative evaluation, articulates the acknowledgement of its previous experience (academic, 
professional, vital and cultural), and promotes mobility programs (Erasmus, SENECA) and cooperation. 

• Territorial and social development: The IKD model development requires an ongoing process through which 
the university is committed to its social environment and community, with public vocation and economic and 
social sustainability criteria, promoting values of equality and inclusion. It also takes into consideration peculiar 
characteristics of each of the three provinces where sits our university, to contribute to their empowerment and 
to extract from them their formative potential. A curricula development responsible with the social environment 
is done through internships, collaboration with social initiatives, social networks, the relationship with 
companies and mobility programs that promote international experience and cooperation of our students. 

• Institutional Development: IKD curricula development drives institutional policies that promote cooperation 
between the agents involved in teaching, in an environment of confidence and dynamism. It promotes programs 
that encourage institutional structuring through the figures of the course or module coordinator, quality 
commissions and promoting teaching teams, which are key elements in this new teaching culture. 

• Professional development: First, the continuous training of the people involved in teaching activities (faculty 
and support staff to teaching), in order to promote adequate professional development. Training programs 
(ERAGIN, BEHATU, FOPU), projects to support educational innovation (PIE) and assessment tools for 
teaching (DOCENTIAZ), among others, are actions that support the construction of IKD. 

 
As stated before, in 2.011 the Education Advisory Service of the Vicerectorship for Teaching Quality and 
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Innovation published a public competitive call encouraging proposals related to active learning. That was a very 
interesting call due to several reasons: 
• It gave us the possibility of experimenting in the field of active learning with the support of the university. It 

was a very important circumstance because if at the end of the project, the results were not as good as desirable, 
faculty was not exposed to actions by the institution. 

• It gave us the possibility of experimenting between faculties of different knowledge areas, who would never had 
interacted in other case. 

• It gave us the possibility of reaching institutional acknowledgement. It was a weighing factor because 
participating in such type of project enables to participate in other learning activities of the institution. 

• It gave us the possibility of enjoying some hours of class exemption in order to prepare the project and to design 
the set of activities which drives the active learning. 

• It gave us the possibility of enjoying an economic endowment to renew the teaching material and to disseminate 
the project itself in academic environments. 

 
The authors of this paper presented a proposal that was kindly accepted to be developed from 2.011 to 2.013, a 

proposal which is explained in the next section.  
 
2. Description of the Educational Innovation Project  
 

In response to the call of the Education Advisory Service of the Vicerectorship for Teaching Quality and 
Innovation, the authors of the paper propose an educational innovation project in the field of Industrial Informatics. 
This formal proposal is based on a previous informal innovative project in other but related field, in which very 
good results were reached, and due to that circumstance, we decided to formalize it with the subject of Industrial 
Informatics of the degree of Industrial Electronic Engineering and Automatics (University College of Engineering of 
Vitoria, Basque Country University, Spain). 

In the design of the formal project several departments of the university were involved: Systems and Automatic 
Control Department, Electronics Department and Business Management Department of the University College of 
Engineering of Vitoria, and the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Department of the Faculty of 
Informatics, all of the of the Basque Country University. The first one is the department responsible for imparting 
the course in which the project is developed. The second department is in charge of helping the working groups with 
issues related to electronics, while the third is charged with helping the students with issues related to the 
management of resources as time and human efforts. Finally, the fourth department has to help the students with 
problems related to programming. 

Omitting specific technical details of the knowledge area of the subject to make the explanation extendible to 
other knowledge areas, and focusing only on the innovative learning and teaching aspects of the project, we state 
that the main idea of its design is based on the development of a collaborative work distributed among all the 
students of the subject, grouped in several teams or working groups. The work developed by each of those groups is 
complementary, and when all these parts of work are finished, all of them will fit together. In this way, the project 
implements the active learning paradigm in two ways. On one hand there is an intragroup active learning because all 
the members of each group have to develop a single work and explain it to the other members of the group. On the 
other hand, there is an intergroup active learning because each group is responsible for teaching to the remaining 
groups of the subject the work developed by that group. At the end of the project, all students should understand the 
work developed by the remaining groups. 
 
3. Results of the project 
 

This section is devoted to discuss the results of the ongoing educational innovation project. Due to this reason, at 
this point authors do not discard to achieve still more results. We only describe the results that have already been 
reached up to date and have been demonstrated by means of objective data collection. 
 
• Greater attendance 

Along the development of the project, the faculty involved in it have perceived an increasing attendance of the 
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students. Before launching the project, the attendance graph had a typical pattern in which the number of student 
was decreasing along the weeks of the term, and once one student failed to attend class, he did not come again. This 
increment of attendance is not motivated by any pressure or conditioning by the faculty. This is an expected 
behaviour since the classes are not intended as an expositive space of time, but a time while they can interact with 
the remaining students of the course to carry out cooperatively some works that, otherwise, it would be done in 
another places and times. This would be a double trouble. The former reason is that the timetables of the students 
have to fit each one to others, a circumstance that is quite difficult because in the last years of the engineering 
studies each student has the opportunity of select different subjects of the syllabus to adapt their formation to the 
expected requirements of the job market or to their personal preferences. The second reason is that they have a 
spatial handicap. I.e., it is usual that they come from different and distant cities, even from outside of the Basque 
Country. This apparently trivial circumstance becomes relevant and it makes a problem to found out a place to meet 
and develop the requested work. Due to these two reasons students attend more to class. 

 
• Greater involvement and participation 

Faculty have also perceived a notably rising of the involvement and participation of the students in the 
development of the classes. Before the implementation of this project, the role of the student was a passive one, 
without a large involvement or participation. After analysing this change in their behaviour we have found again two 
main reasons. The first one is that in the paradigm used in the project, the students take the initiative and the faculty 
plays a secondary paper. The second reason is that once they are together and sharing the same space with other 
working groups and with the faculty, they take advantage of this circumstance and utilize the time to expose their 
issues and request help from others groups in first instance, and from the faculty finally. 
 
• Better results in the partial tests 

Along the term in which the project has been developed, several partial tests have been proposed. This practice 
allows us to achieve a double objective. On one hand it allows to faculty to maintain a certain level of alert among 
students. On the other hand, it allows to the students to have a fragmented score, letting them overcome the 
realization of bad woks by means of good ones. This last reason makes that the evaluation system is accepted by the 
students because it is perceived as fairer. 

 
• Better monitoring, traceability and evolution of each student 

Faculty also report that the use of collaborative tasks impacts on a better monitoring, traceability and evolution 
of each student. Since there are a set of deliverables from each working group, faculty can trace the evolution of 
each student along the time. This circumstance allows to include a set of checkpoints to test the evolution of the 
learning, and these checkpoints can act as breakpoints if a wrong tendency is observed. This implies that corrective 
actions can be taken when are needed, enabling complex situation to be redirected. Besides, there is another 
consequence of major importance: the project activates the capability of the student to realize itself of its lacks, 
improving the level of responsibility and involvement of students. 
 
• Better results in the final tests 

As a logic consequence of previously reached and exposed results, faculty report that better results have been 
reached in the final tests of the term. Moreover, in the words of students, these final tests have not been an 
exhausting and stressful experience. Since they have been involved in the development of the subject from the 
beginning of the term, and they have followed their own evolution along the time by means of the deliverables and 
partial tests, they have reached the end of the term with an objective vision of their abilities and capabilities. 

 
• Published works 

The previously reported results are tangible ones that remains inside of the project and do not have a great 
visibility outside of the faculty and departments involved in it, i.e., outside of an academic environment. However, 
this formal project, in conjunction this the previous informal one, has also generated tangible results that have 
visibility in the international scientific world. Derived from the cooperative work developed by several groups of 
students, two publications have been published in different scientific international journals, (Lopez-Guede, J. M., 
Fernandez-Gauna, B., Graña, M., Oterino, F. & Larrañaga J. M., 2012) and (Lopez-Guede, J. M., Fernandez-Gauna, 
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B., Graña, M. & Oterino, F., 2013). 
 
4. Conclusions and future work 
 

In this paper we have introduced an educational innovation project in the area of Industrial Informatics. In the 
first section we have introduced the objectives that we planned to reach through this project. In the second section 
we have described the institutional environment in which it has designed and deployed. The characteristics and the 
main idea of the project have been described in the third section, omitting particular details that could disturb its 
application to other areas of knowledge, while the fourth section explains a number of results that have been reached 
up to date, because this is still an open and ongoing project. As has been exposed, all objectives have been widely 
accomplished showing that active and cooperative learning are promising methodologies. 

As future work, it is a pending task to assess the performance of the students in future subjects related to 
Industrial Informatics. On the other hand, more effort has still to be done to design a set of different problems to 
solve by the students. 
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